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Megan Massacre, one of the most popular tattoo artists and reality TV stars with starring roles in

TLC'sÂ NY Ink andÂ America's Worst Tattoos, brings her wildly popular art style to a coloring

book.Tattoo artist Megan Massacre invites adult coloring book fans into her whimsical world of

sugar skulls, sailing ships, mermaids, owls, and more. Now you can add your own bold, vibrant

colors to her signature edgy and artistic tattoo designs--and tear each perforated page out for

display!
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I'm sure a lot of you know Megan Massacre. I used to watch her on NY Ink and thought she did

some great tattoo's. This is a book of some of her work. I colored a few of the pictures but there are

a lot more awesome ones I didn't get to because they are more intricate and I wanted to take some

time on them.In the sugar skull picture, I used markers. They were okay but one or two were out of

ink and it was a new pack! So I'm not sure about using markers too much any more. I still like the

picture though =)The kitty cat picture I just stuck to my many colored pencils and it turned out better

than I thought when I was working on it!And the mermaid picture, I used a mix of gel pens and

colored pencils. I like using gel pens from time to time. I think it turned out pretty good with the

different colors.Unless I miscounted, there are 35 beautiful pictures in the book and they are all

different. There are different skulls, owls, dreamcatcher, swords, etc.*I would like to thank Blogging

For Books for a copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.**



As most of you know I love coloring books, heck I love books lol. I got "Marked in Ink" free to review

from Blogging For Books in exchange I post my honest opinions . So on that note, I have to say I

really do like this coloring book. The paper is high quality,I love that all the art work is not on front

and back so if you want to use markers you can and the pages can be torn out. the art work is very

tastefully done and I would recommend this coloring book for adults who like to color and honestly

kids can color pictures out of this too. I hope you enjoy the next few pictures, one I did not color ,

one I colored, one my oldest colored and one my youngest colored. You can find this coloring book

on  as low as 6.54 used or NEW 10.62.

I'm absolutely in love with this book! Fast shipping great quality.... I just wish coloring books would

come Spiral bound!!! I went and had Office Depot spiral bound & it made this book that much

better!!

I have a few adult coloring books and this one is by far the best quality I've ever seen. Each page is

very thick! You can use any medium to color your page and not worry about bleeding through. Also

each page is one image, so the back side is blank. I love the tattoo style of each piece. So happy to

have this book!I received this coloring book for free in exchange for an honest review.

Tattoo artist Megan Massacre invites adult coloring book fans into her whimsical world of sugar

skulls, sailing ships, mermaids, owls, and more. Now you can add your own bold, vibrant colors to

her signature edgy and artistic tattoo designs--and tear each perforated page out for display!What

did I think of it:3 stars all the way:just got it today ,was worried I wouldn't get it but I did, love the

drawings , can't wait to see what they looking like when I color them, love how there's different ones

to color, high quality, plus I love that all the art work is not on front and back which means I can use

color makers if I want to, plus another thing I love is how whimsical each drawing is wither its sailing

ships, mermaids , skulls or more, also love how if I want to I can tear out the pages and put them on

my wall if I want to, so glad that I give this a change and will be adding it to my over growing adult

coloring book library, Even though there is more drawings of skulls then any thing else I still think its

great, one reason is now I have something to color in Oct for Halloween . Another reason I'm glad I

get it is because it helps me to relax, With that said I would love to also say that I received this book

from the Blogging for Books program in exchange for my honest opinion and review and that these

are 100 % my own thoughts to what is truly a great book , so if you love to color then you need to

check this one out.Update:I took 2 stars of my review because there's some things that changed



about, one is you have to watch how hard you color or else when you turn the page on the back of

the one your coloring your see an outline ,and that's with color pencils another thing is that some of

the ink from other pictures has faded on the page for them, you can still see the picture but there's

like a shadow of it on the back of the page before.

I have loved tattoos since I was little, and now I can enjoy coloring them in. Iâ€™ve always loved

their unique designs and line works. So creative and beautiful. This was a great idea for a coloring

book.This is a creative idea of a book. Although, I have never heard of Megan Massacre before, I

am excited over her art style. The cover of her book is basic and simple. The front cover design of

herself is a bit automatically off. Her face is looking in one position, but her nose is in another

position; and other little nitpicks. As a person who lives to do art, I would have hope Megan

Massacre to be a little bit more precise. Especially when it is an image based on being realistic

rather than stylistic. I love the back cover so much more. Love the simple line work. Love how dark

and moody it is. â™¡This book has has 37 images you can color in. The images are not back to

back. Only 1 image per page. This gives the option to ink or watercolor the designs. But if you

wanted to be safe you can put a scrap piece of paper between the pages so it doesnâ€™t bleed

through. It is thick paper, but not that thick. It is nice to have the option for various mediums.

Watercolors will add a great vibrancy against the stark black outlines.After flipping though and

enjoying the designs, I noticed there are 11 skulls. That is almost 1/3rd of the book with the same

idea. If you love skulls this is the book for you. I would have loved to see more of a variety of

designs. There are so many out there, why only have skulls? I love the line work and the style of the

designs. Traditional tattoo style with a modern twist.I think this book will be fun to color in. I will be

taking this to school with me to relieve my anxiety. If you love tattoo art this is the book for you!â™¡

TIZZYI received a free copy of this book from Blogging for Books, for my honest review. The

opinions expressed here are my own.
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